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High ﬁeld charge order across the phase diagram of
YBa2Cu3Oy
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In hole-doped cuprates there is now compelling evidence that inside the pseudogap phase, charge order breaks translational
symmetry. In YBa2Cu3Oy charge order emerges in two steps: a 2D order found at zero ﬁeld and at high temperature inside the
pseudogap phase, and a 3D order that is superimposed below the superconducting transition Tc when superconductivity is
weakened by a magnetic ﬁeld. Several issues still need to be addressed such as the effect of disorder, the relationship between
those charge orders and their respective impact on the Fermi surface. Here, we report high magnetic ﬁeld sound velocity
measurements of the 3D charge order in underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy in a large doping range. We found that the 3D charge order exists
over the same doping range as its 2D counterpart, indicating an intimate connection between the two distinct orders. Moreover,
our data suggest that 3D charge order has only a limited impact on low-lying electronic states of YBa2Cu3Oy.
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INTRODUCTION
While both theoretical and experimental analysis have long
suggested that charge order might play a signiﬁcant role in the
pseudogap phase of the cuprates, the more recent discovery of
charge order in the putatively “cleanest” cuprate YBa2Cu3Oy
(YBCO) has triggered a surge of experimental1–5 and theoretical6–11
works. The relation between charge order and pseudogap is not
yet settled but some models predict that they are intertwined.8–10
In some scenarios the pseudogap phase corresponds to a nematic
phase precursor to charge ordering at lower temperature6,7 or to a
ﬂuctuating charge order.12,13 While superconductivity appears to
compete with charge order experimentally, a class of theory
suggests it could be collaborating.14 Two distinct charge orders
have been detected in YBCO. First a two-dimensional (2D) short-
range (but static) bidirectional charge density wave (CDW)
appears at high temperature between Tc and the pseudogap
temperature T*. Comprehensive X-ray measurements15,16 in YBCO
have shown that the 2D CDW is incommensurate and occurs in
the doping range p ≈ 0.08 to p ≈ 0.16. The propagation vectors
along a and b directions are Qa= (δa, 0, 0.5) and Qb= (0, δb, 0.5)
where δa,b ≈ 0.3–0.34 with in-plane correlation lengths that are at
most 20 unit cells and weak anti-phase correlation between
neighboring bilayers. The short-range CDW has also been
detected through a broadening of the NMR lines.17 The second
CDW, originally detected using high ﬁeld NMR,2 appears below Tc
and above a threshold ﬁeld.2,18 Recent X-Ray measurements in
high ﬁeld have shown that it is a three-dimensional (3D) ordered
state with in-plane CDW modulations along the b direction only—
though at the same δb value as the 2D CDW.
19–21 Moreover, the
periodicity along c-axis is close to unity, meaning that the 3D CDW
modulation is in-phase in neighbouring bilayers.19–21 Compared to
the 2D short-range CDW, the in-plane and c-axis correlation
lengths are greatly enhanced and extend to the order of 60 lattice
constants limited by the instrumental resolution19–21 (we call it
long-range order). The high ﬁeld X-Ray measurements have been
performed in the doping range 0.10 ≤ p ≤ 0.12, where two
different Cu–O chain superstructures are observed: ortho II (O-II)
for 0.10 ≤ p ≤ 0.11 and ortho VIII (O-VIII) for p ≈ 0.12. The 3D CDW
gives rise to an anomaly in the ﬁeld dependence of the elastic
constants via sound velocity measurements22 and of the
magnetization.23 Those two techniques are so far the only
thermodynamic probes that have detected a signature of a phase
transition towards this 3D CDW state (note that ref. 23 had
different interpretations than the present paper concerning the
nature of the low-temperature phase diagram). It has been
established by NMR17 and X-ray19–21 measurements that the two
charge orders coexist at low temperatures but are related since
they share the same periodicity along the b-axis. The coexistence
of two distinct charge orders, with different boundaries in the
temperature-doping phase diagram raises a certain number of
interesting questions: Do both charge orders share the same
critical doping? What is their respective impact on the Fermi
surface at low temperature? What is the role of disorder in their
occurrence?
Here we report a full doping dependence of high ﬁeld sound
velocity measurements, which probe the 3D charge order at low
temperatures. Anomalies are now seen in the temperature
dependence of sound velocity measured at high ﬁeld showing a
clear negative jump as expected for a second-order phase
transition. From the doping dependence of the threshold ﬁeld
HCO and of the onset temperature TCO of the 3D charge order, we
ﬁnd that the two charge orders occur in the same doping range.
We observe that (i) the onset of 3D CDW barely affects the
temperature dependence of the Hall coefﬁcient RH, and (ii) the
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sign change of RH can occur at temperatures as high as 20 K above
the onset of 3D CDW. The sign change of the Hall effect, which is
observed in the same doping range of YBCO where 2D charge
order is found, has been interpreted as a signature of the presence
of an electron pocket due to a Fermi surface reconstruction.1,24,25
Our results point towards a minor role of the 3D CDW for this
reconstruction. A comparison of the 2D CDW correlation length
with the quasiparticle de Broglie wavelength furthermore
suggests that the 2D CDW can affect the electronic properties
above the transition towards 3D CDW.
RESULTS
The sound velocity is deﬁned as vs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
cij
ρ
q
for propagation
directions along high symmetry axis, where ρ is the density of
the material, cij ¼ 1V ∂
2F
∂εi∂εj
, F the free energy, V the volume and εi the
strain. Changes in the elastic constants cij are expected whenever
a strain dependent phase transition occurs.26 This is the case at
the superconducting transition where a negative jump of the
elastic constant is seen at Tc (see Supplementary Fig. S1). The
amplitude of the jump of the elastic constants and of the heat
capacity ΔCp(Tc) are proportional through the Ehrenfest relation:
ΔciiðTcÞ ¼  ΔCpðTcÞTc dTcdεi
 2
, where the minus sign explains the
downward jump in the elastic constant (see discussion in the
Supplementary data). This feature is also seen at the onset
temperature TCO of the 3D charge order. Indeed, in Fig. 1 we show
the in-ﬁeld temperature dependence of the sound velocity
(background subtracted, see Fig. S2 for raw data and ﬁt) in YBCO
at three different doping levels. At these dopings, Hc2 < 30 T
(ref. 27) such that the normal state is reached down to low
temperatures (here by normal state we mean a ﬁeld-induced state
where thermal conductivity,27 heat capacity,28 and NMR knight
shift29 have reached a saturating value above a certain ﬁeld). This
feature is the ﬁrst evidence of a second-order phase transition-like
anomaly in the temperature dependence of a thermodynamic
probe at TCO. The size of the anomaly is similar for p= 0.106 and p
= 0.110 but it gets smaller for p= 0.122. Figure 2a,b show the ﬁeld
dependence up to 35 T of the sound velocity at different
temperatures in YBCO at p= 0.122. For magnetic ﬁeld below the
irreversibility ﬁeld, there is a strong contribution from the vortex
lattice (see discussion in the Supplementary and Fig. S3). At low
ﬁelds in the pinned solid vortex phase, the vortex lattice
contribution leads to an increase of the sound velocity. This
vortex lattice contribution is lost when vortices are depinned
leading to a large drop in the sound velocity. The midpoint of this
step-like transition associated with vortex depinning is labeled Hv.
At ﬁeld above Hv, the weakening of superconductivity with
increasing magnetic ﬁeld induces a progressive decrease of the
sound velocity, until a pronounced hardening of the elastic
constant that we attribute to the 3D charge order.22 It leads to a
minimum at a ﬁeld that we deﬁne as the threshold charge order
ﬁeld, HCO(T). By performing ﬁeld sweeps at different temperatures,
we can track HCO(T) vs. T and draw up the phase diagram shown in
Fig. 2c. Black squares and red circles correspond to Hv (T) and
HCO(T), respectively. The phase diagram can be interpreted as
follows: at high ﬁelds, when superconductivity is mostly sup-
pressed, the charge order transition is ﬁeld independent, leading
to a vertical phase boundary, within our error bars. Due to
competition effect when lowering the ﬁeld close to Hc2, super-
conductivity impedes charge order to appear, pushing the phase
Fig. 1 Sound velocity variation of the longitudinal c22 mode
(propagation along the b-axis) as a function of temperature
measured in YBCO at p= 0.106 (red), p= 0.110 (green), and p=
0.122 (blue) at H= 30 T. A lattice background contribution has been
subtracted as discussed in the Supplementary. The arrows indicate
the charge order transition temperature TCO. Curves are shifted
vertically for clarity
Fig. 2 a, b Field dependence of the sound velocity of the c22 mode
in YBCO (p= 0.122) measured at temperatures ranging from 9.8 to
45.2 K. The arrows indicate HCO, the charge order onset ﬁeld. Curves
are shifted vertically for clarity. c Temperature–magnetic ﬁeld phase
diagram of YBCO (p= 0.122) deduced from sound velocity
measurements. HCO (full red circles) and Hv (open black squares)
are obtained from measurements shown in the upper panels. TCO
(open red circles) is deduced from the temperature dependence of
the sound velocity shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2. Blue circles
correspond to HCO measured at low temperatures using the ﬁeld
dependence of the transverse mode c66 (see Fig. S5). Dashed line is a
guide to the eye
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boundary, to go almost horizontal such that 3D charge order only
appears at ﬁnite magnetic ﬁeld at low T. Similar phase diagram
has been obtained by high ﬁeld X-ray20 and Seebeck coefﬁcient30
measurements. Based on this phase diagram, we deﬁne two
quantities: HCO= HCO(T→ 0) and TCO which corresponds to the
vertical line in Fig. 2c where 3D charge order sets in for H > Hc2.
Several measurements have been performed in the doping range
between p= 0.071 and p= 0.154 and Fig. 3 shows the ﬁeld
dependence of the sound velocity at T= 20 K at all doping. We
use the minimum in Δvs/vs(H) above Hv as a criterion to pinpoint
the 3D charge order HCO and extract its doping dependence in the
range p= 0.095 to p= 0.139 (see Fig. 4a). It is worth noting that
the ﬁeld dependence of the sound velocity above Hv at p= 0.071
(see curves at different temperatures in Fig. S3b) and p= 0.154 is
featureless. In Fig. S5c, we show the ﬁeld dependence for p=
0.154 of the c66 mode at T= 4.2 K, for which there is no sign of
transition up to 66 T. We conclude that there is no 3D CDW at
these doping levels. The full set of data at all doping along with
the temperature–magnetic ﬁeld phase diagrams deduced from
the measurements are shown in the Supplementary Fig. S4 and
Fig. S5. The overall shape of these phase diagrams are in
agreement with models based on competition between CDW
and superconductivity, as discussed below.
DISCUSSION
Indeed, a theory based on a phenomenological nonlinear sigma
model which formulates the competition between CDW and
ﬂuctuating superconductivity31 gives qualitative agreement with
the experiment if the effect of disorder is taken into account.32,33
Within the model of ref. 31 where the effect of magnetic ﬁeld is
incorporated, the onset ﬁeld for charge order would correspond to
a crossover between a short-range 2D CDW order to a long-range
3D CDW at high ﬁelds. However, the transition detected by the
sound velocity is not a crossover. The presence of a negative jump
at TCO (see Fig. 1) clearly indicates the occurrence of a phase
transition towards long-range order. Even if theory precludes
long-range incommensurate CDW order in disordered systems,
the notion of “failed thermodynamic transition” has been used to
describe the anomaly observed at the temperature/magnetic ﬁeld
where the mean ﬁeld theory predicts thermodynamic transition.
Nevertheless, as the disorder increases, one expects the transition
to become more gradual and it leads to crossover. In YBCO, the
main source of disorder impacting the CuO2 planes comes from
the CuO chains. This effect is not straightforward to describe in
detail but let assume for simplicity that oxygen disorder in the
chain layer can create point-like defects (the ends of ﬁnite length
chainlets) as well as domain walls caused by phase slips in the
chain ordering pattern.34 Since the correlation length of the chain
order is higher at O-II doping compared to O-VIII and O-III
doping,35 it could explain the pronounced anomaly in the
temperature dependence of the sound velocity at TCO around
O-II doping (see Fig. 1). Another effect that needs certainly to be
taken into account is the change in the c-axis correlation length of
the CuO chain superstructure order which is ﬁnite at O-II doping
while the other CuO chain superstructures are mainly 2D. It is
Fig. 3 Field dependence of the sound velocity variation of the c22
mode in YBCO at different doping from p= 0.071 to p= 0.154
measured at T= 20 K. Data for p= 0.154 are divided by a factor 5.
Measurements were done either in DC ﬁelds up to 37.5 T or in
pulsed ﬁelds. At p= 0.071 and p= 0.154, where no charge order
transition is observed, the sound velocity ﬁrst increases with
magnetic ﬁeld due to the vortex contribution. The large drop
signals the loss of this vortex contribution. At still higher ﬁelds the
sound velocity decreases further as superconductivity is being
suppressed by the magnetic ﬁeld. Those features are also seen at
other doping, but a change of slope is observed due to the
occurrence of charge order (arrows). Curves are shifted vertically for
clarity
Fig. 4 a Magnetic ﬁeld–doping phase diagram of YBCO comparing
HCO and the upper critical ﬁeld Hc2 at T→ 0 determined from
thermal conductivity and magneto-resistance measurements.27 HCO
is determined by NMR2,18 (blue squares), X-ray20 (black triangles),
and sound velocity (red full circles). Note the good agreement
between X-ray and sound velocity data. Sound velocity data at p=
0.108 was obtained in ref. 22 b Doping dependence of the ratio HCO/
Hc2, which appears to be almost constant over the entire doping
range covered in this study
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conceivable that disorder in the chain structure along the c-axis
for oxygen content away from O-II could smear out the transition
towards the 3D CDW. While the nonlinear sigma model succeeds
to explain most of the salient feature related to the 2D/3D CDW,
one must admit that the situation is more complex in YBCO since
it has been found that the 3D ordered CDW at high ﬁelds develops
on top of the 2D CDW and it is not simply a crossover, that is to
say they coexist at low temperature in the presence of a magnetic
ﬁeld.36 In addition, the two charge orders differ in the sense that
the 3D CDW is 3D ordered but with uniaxial modulation along the
b-axis in the plane (although with the same wave vector than the
2D CDW).
To reconcile the two closely related but yet distinct charge
orders coexisting at low temperature, it has been proposed in ref.
21 that the coexistence is inhomogeneous depending on the non-
uniform distribution of the disorder strengths in the sample.
Another scenario comes from a recent extension of the nonlinear
sigma model of competing superconducting and CDW orders. This
model shows that the coexistence of the two CDWs could be a
consequence of the interplay between the disorder potential (that
prevails at zero magnetic ﬁeld) and the Coulomb interaction
between CDWs on different CuO2 planes, that plays a more
important role when magnetic ﬁeld is applied.36
In our previous paper,22 the sound velocity anomalies found at
HCO had been interpreted as being caused by a bi-axial order, as
suggested by X-ray measurements.3,4 This interpretation was
based on a group theory analysis of different acoustic modes. The
fact that anomalies have been detected in all measured acoustic
modes is not straightforward to reconcile with only a uniaxial
CDW. The recent discovery of the ﬁeld-induced long-range order
with uniaxial character that coexists with the 2D CDW increases
the level of complexity in terms of coupling of the order
parameters. It is natural to interpret the sound velocity anomalies
as being due to the uniaxial order since it corresponds to long-
range order. A more thorough analysis, including the coupling
between both charge modulations and superconductivity, the
coupling to the lattice, and the effect of magnetic ﬁeld, remains to
be done in order to understand the impact of the charge
modulations on the magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the sound
velocity.
From the temperature sweeps shown in Fig. 1 and the phase
diagrams at different doping levels, we were able to compile the
doping dependence of the onset ﬁeld HCO and the onset
temperature TCO of the 3D CDW shown in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. In Fig. 4a, the doping dependence of HCO shows
that it is systematically lower than Hc2. Figure 4b shows that in the
limit T→ 0, 3D charge order always appears around HCO ≈ 0.8 Hc2,
despite the pronounced doping dependence of the ratio TCO/Tc
(Note that a ﬁxed relation between HCO and Hc2, in a limited
doping range, has been discussed in refs. 18,21). Figure 4a reveals
also that NMR gives lower HCO than sound velocity measurements.
The observation of in-plane precursor correlations of the 3D
charge order20 can explain this difference. NMR would be sensitive
to this precursor phase but not sound velocity since it is a
thermodynamic probe and hence is mostly sensitive to the onset
of a 3D long-range, static order parameter. HCO measured by
sound velocity is in better agreement with thermal Hall effect,37 X-
ray,19–21 and recent Seebeck coefﬁcient30 measurements in ﬁnite
magnetic ﬁeld. In Fig. 5 we plot the onset temperatures TCO for the
3D ordered CDW. The comparison of TCO with the 2D CDW onset
temperatures deduced from X-ray measurements15,16 leads to our
ﬁrst main ﬁnding: 2D and 3D CDW occur in the same doping
range, within experimental accuracy. In other words, the charge
orders are intimately linked even though the situation does not
correspond to a crossover between the two. Note that the
putative critical point of pseudogap (p* ~ 0.19 from ref. 38) and of
CDW are distinct and well separated, in agreement with Hall effect
measurements.39 But it raises the question: why both charge
orders occur only in such limited doping range? In YBCO spin
density wave (SDW) occurs for p < 0.08 and the competition
between SDW and CDW40 can explain the location of the critical
point at p ≈ 0.08. On the right side of the CDW dome (p ≈ 0.16),
assuming that the proximity of the critical point of the pseudogap
(p= 0.19) leads to a change in the carrier density,39 thus in the
Fermi surface topology, it can be detrimental for charge order.
Let us discuss our ﬁnding in the context of Fermi surface
reconstruction. It has been suggested that the negative Hall
coefﬁcient is a signature of an electron pocket resulting from a
reconstruction of the Fermi surface by the charge order.24,25 This
interpretation relies on the concept of Fermi liquid and Landau
quasiparticles, which is strictly valid at low temperature where
quantum oscillations are observed, e.g. T < 20 K (ref. 41). At higher
temperature, the quasiparticles are ill-deﬁned in particular near
the Brillouin zone boundaries (the anti-nodal direction)42 and the
concept of Fermi surface reconstruction might not apply.
However, through our discussion, we will assume that the concept
of quasiparticle is valid at high temperature (e.g. quasiparticles
near the nodal direction of the Fermi surface) and use simple
arguments that describe conventional CDW systems although the
situation is more complex in YBCO.
Our direct determination of the 3D CDW onset allows studying
its impact on transport properties such as the Hall effect reported
in the literature.24,25 In Fig. 5 we compare the onset temperature
TCO of the 3D CDW deduced from ultrasound and NMR
measurements18 with T0, the temperature where the Hall
coefﬁcient RH changes sign.
24,25 While T0 ≈ TCO for p ≤ 0.11, RH
becomes negative at temperature higher than the onset
temperature of 3D CDW for p > 0.11. To better illustrate this fact
we compare in Fig. 6a the in-ﬁeld temperature dependence of the
sound velocity and of the Hall effect for p= 0.12, which shows
that 3D CDW appears 20 K below the sign change in the Hall
Fig. 5 Phase diagram of charge order in YBCO. Temperature-doping
phase diagram of charge orders in YBCO. X-Ray diffraction16 (down
green triangles) and Resonant X-Ray scattering15 (up green
triangles) give the onset temperature of 2D charge order in zero
ﬁeld. The onset temperature of 3D charge order in high ﬁelds is
given by NMR2,18 (blue squares) and sound velocity (red circles).
Sound velocity data at p= 0.108 were obtained in ref. 22 A
comparison is made with T0 (black diamonds) the temperature of
the sign change of the Hall effect, a signature of an electron pocket
in the reconstructed Fermi surface.24,25 For p > 0.11, the Fermi
surface reconstruction takes place at higher temperature than the
onset of 3D CDW. Solid black line is the pseudogap temperature T*
in YBCO determined from the resistivity curvature map50 Dashed
black line is a guide to the eye that extrapolates to the critical point
of the pseudogap p*= 0.19 (ref. 38), that is distinct from the critical
point of the CDW
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coefﬁcient. In addition, the onset of 3D CDW has little impact on
the behavior of RH.
This begs the question of how the low-lying (near-nodal)
electronic states evolves through the charge ordering transitions
in YBCO and which electronic order causes the Fermi surface
reconstruction observed at low temperatures. The simplest
explanation would be that the Fermi surface reconstruction
process is governed by 2D CDW for p > 0.11, unambiguously
observed by NMR and X-Ray. While we cannot exclude that
another unidentiﬁed electronic order is responsible for the Fermi
surface reconstruction, let us examine whether 2D CDW short-
range correlations are enough to impact the electronic structure
for temperatures above TCO. In 2D systems, it has been
theoretically demonstrated that antiferromagnetic ﬂuctuations
with correlation length becoming much greater (as T is lowered)
than the quasiparticle de Broglie wavelength ξth= ℏvF/kBT can
cause changes in the low-lying electronic states.43 Here we apply
this concept to the 2D charge order in YBCO, that is, the thermal
de Broglie wavelength ξth should be compared with the
correlation length of the 2D charge order ξCO. If ξCO >> ξth
quasiparticles become sensitive to the charge order correlations,
which might lead to a Fermi surface reconstruction. Although this
estimation is approximate, we use the average Fermi velocity vF
deduced from quantum oscillations,44 F= 540 T and m*= 1.8me
leading to vF= 8.2 10
4 m s−1. In Fig. 6b, we compare the
temperature dependence of ξth and of the 2D charge order
correlation length15 measured in O-II YBCO in zero ﬁeld. The de
Broglie wavelength follows closely the correlation length of the
charge order above Tc and up to the temperature where the 2D
charge order appears. Though the result of ref. 43 is strictly valid if
ξCO >> ξth, our comparison of the thermal wavelength and 2D
CDW correlation length suggest that 2D short-range CDW
correlation can impact low-lying (near-nodal) electronic states at
high temperatures. An extension of the calculation of ref. 43 for
charge order would be helpful to the present discussion.
At low temperatures, our interpretation leads to another
question: Is the 2D CDW correlation length compatible with the
quasiparticle mean free path inferred from quantum oscillations?
In Fig. S6 we compare the quasiparticle mean free path deduced
from quantum oscillation experiments with ξCO(T= Tc), at different
doping levels in YBCO. We see that, except for well-ordered YBCO
O-II (p ~ 0.11), the two length scales are comparable, suggesting
that quasiparticle mean free path is bounded by the 2D charge
order correlation length. This observation further supports the
scenario that the Fermi surface reconstruction is governed by the
2D CDW. Note that the two length scales might be limited due to
a signiﬁcantly enhanced quasiparticle scattering originating in the
shorter correlation lengths of their CuO chain ordering.35,45
However, for YBCO O-II the mean free path is much longer than
the 2D charge order correlation length and is comparable to the
3D charge order correlation length. Given that the wave vector of
the modulation is close to a commensurate number (δb ≈ 0.33
from ref. 21), it is tempting to invoke a ‘lock-in’ transition at high
ﬁelds at this particular oxygen ordering, leading to a strong
enhancement of the correlation length of both charge order. Note
that if the Fermi surface is already reconstructed by the 2D charge
order at high temperature, the occurrence of the 3D charge order
with the same wave vector along the b-axis would not strongly
affect the reconstructed Fermi surface.
This overall scenario would explain the negative Hall and
Seebeck coefﬁcients in HgBa2CuO4 (ref.
46) and La2−xSrxCuO4
(ref. 47) where only short-range charge orders have been
observed5,48,49 and long-range charge order has been missing
so far.
METHODS
Samples and experimental technique
The samples are detwinned single crystals of YBa2Cu3Oy grown by the self-
ﬂux method.
The oxygen atoms in the CuO chains were made to order into the stable
superstructure speciﬁc to the given oxygen concentration y. Samples with
oxygen content y= 6.55 and y= 6.51 with ortho II order showed nice
quantum oscillations in the sound velocity and attenuation (not shown),
indicating high sample quality. The superconducting critical temperature
Tc were determined using the measurement of the elastic constant c22 and
are reported in Table S1. The hole carrier concentration is deduced from
the measurement of Tc and the c-axis lattice parameter, using a
relationship between Tc, c-axis lattice parameter and doping in the CuO2
planes.
Longitudinal (transverse) ultrasonic waves were generated using
commercial LiNbO3 36° Y-cut (41° X-cut) transducers glued on oriented,
polished, cleaned surfaces. The standard pulse-echo technique with phase
comparison was used to measure sound velocity variation.
Experiments have been conducted in static ﬁeld at the HFML, Nijmegen
and the LNCMI, Grenoble, and in pulsed ﬁeld at the LNCMI-Toulouse. The
magnetic ﬁeld was applied along the c-axis of the orthorhombic structure
of YBCO.
Data availability
All relevant data are available upon request from the corresponding
authors.
Fig. 6 a Comparison of the temperature dependence of the sound
velocity induced by 3D charge order in YBCO at p= 0.122 and at H
= 30 T (red curve) and of the Hall coefﬁcient in a YBCO sample at
similar doping (p= 0.12) and H= 45 T (blue curve, from ref. 24). At
this doping, the Hall coefﬁcient has negligible ﬁeld dependence
between H=30 and H= 45 T making this comparison relevant (see
Fig. S1b of ref. 24). Note that RH changes sign 20 K above the onset of
3D charge order. b Temperature dependence of the correlation
length of the 2D charge order15 in YBCO O-II (black squares) and of
the de Broglie wavelength (red line, see text)
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